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I.	 Introduction:

Several investigations were carried out. In the following I

shall give: a list of publications, highlights of the findings,

and research in progress not yet written up for publication.

2.	 Publications:

The research resulted In the following papers which have been

submitted for publication:

a: Robinson, W.O., and R.C. Srivastava, 1981: Calculations

of Hail tone Growth in a Sloping Steady Updraft. Submitted

to Atmosphere - Ocean. Also LAP TR #44 .

b; Srivastava, R.C., 1981: A Simple Model of Particle Coal--ycence

and Breakup. Submitted to the Journal of Atmospheric Sciences.

A I so LAP TR 04 .

c: Matejka, T.J. and R.C. Srivastava, 1981: Doppler Radar Study

of a Region of Widespread Precipitation Trailing a Mid-Latitude

Squall Line. To appear in the Preprints of the 20th Conference

on Radar Meteorology. (A more detailed paper will also be

submitted for journal publication.) Also LAP TN #10.

It may be mentioned !:.? g at most of the work for (a) was done under an

NSF grant. The NASA grant provided the opportunity and support for organizing

the results of the research and writing it up for journal publication. The

work for (b) was supported by NASA and NSF. The data collection on which (c)

is based was supported by NSF; NASA and NSF provided support for the data

analysis and research.
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3. Results

Full details of the results of the investigations may be found in

the above papers (copies attached). In the following I shall summarize

the main results and their significance.

s. 1 Hall Growth;

Sustatned falls of large hail are usually associated with clouds

having a sloping updraft which can be regarded as	 quasi-steady. A

number of studies have demonstrated that the trajectory of the growing

hail is important in considerations of hail growth and artificial modi-

fication of hail processes.

A simple model of a sloping updraft and hail growth was set up for

which analytical solutions could be obtained. It was found that the

.starting position of the hail embryo has an important effect on its

subsequent growth. Three regions of embryo starting positions were

distinguished„ Embryos starting in the central portions of the updraft

are carried up rapidly and displaced far from the updraft into the

anvil. Most of these particles cannot survive during fall to the ground.

Embryos starting near the upshear edge of the updraft have a simple

arcing up and down trajectory and produce hailstones most of which can

be expected to melt before reaching the ground. Embryos starting in

the third region, namely, the region near the downshear edge of the

updraft give rise to the largest hailstones and have predominantly

recirculating trajectories.

It is believed that the subject deserves further study; an investi-

gation of the. general properties of particle trajectories in model flow

fields can give insights into hail growth processes which will be diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to obtain from numerical models.
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3.2 Particle Coalescence and Breakup

The processes of particle coalescence aad breakup' spontaneous and

collisional, are important In determining the evolution of particle

size spectra. A firm understanding of the evolution of particlm sizes

is imps.*,ant for a number of reasons: The particle size distribution

is involved in various methods for measuring precipitation rates and

in numerical studies of cloud dynamics.

Previous studies have identified, to some extent, the roles of

the various processes in shaping particle size spectra. Coalescence

tends to produce particles of larger sizes and exponential spectra

of the kind observed in nature. Coalescence and breakup tend to

produce stationary exponential distributions. The effects of

collisional disintegration dominate over those of spontaneous disin-

tegration as the precipitation content increases, and the equilibrium

spectra tend to be parallel to each other.

The above findings from numerical models are verified by analytical

solutions of the k i netic equation for the particle size distribution

for simplified forms of the collection and breakup functions in paper (b).

The exact analytical solutions provide insights into the processes

governing the forms of particle size spectra not available from numeri-

cal calculations.

3.3 Precipitation Associated with a Squall line

During PROJECT NIMROD, extensive Doppler radar observations of squall

lines were obtained in Illinois. Paper (c) discusses observations of a

region of widespread precipitation trailing a squab line. Such regions

of widespread precipitation are often observed in association with mid-

latitude squall lines and more generally in the case of tropical squall

lines. Physical considerations suggest that the region of widespread



precipitation may have meso-scale vertical motions in it which could be

important dynamically as well as for budgets of various quantities. An

important budget quantity is the rainfall. It is often observed that

while the intense rain associated with the convective cores of a squall

line is relatively spotty and short-lived, the light rain associated

with the region of wide-spread cloudiness last for a long time and extends

over a much larger area. It has been estimated that the precipitation

associated with the region of widespread cloudiness often contributes a

significant fraction (=0.5) of the total precipitation from the squall

line system. This also supports the idea that vertical motions exist

1'n the region of widespread precipitation.

In paper (c), we have extended the VAD method to obtain accurate

estimates of small vertical motions (w = 10 cm s' i ) and applied it to

observations of widespread precipitation associated with a squall line

system. The results show generally ascending motions in the upper parts

of the cloud and descending motions in the lower parts of the cloud.

It is suggested that precipitation evaporation associated with the

descent, and precipitation production associated with the ascent help

maintain the observed vertical air motions.

4. Research in Progress

Work discussed in 3.3 is continuing. We anticipate obtaining

quantitative estimates of the rain output from the squall line system

using data from a dense network of raingauges (average spacing = 3 km).

5. Copies of the papers mentioned in Section 2 are attached.
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Abstract

Analytical solutions to the equations of growth and motion of hailstones

In updrafts and cloud water contents which vary linearly with height are

used to investigate hall growth in a model cloud. The model storm is

steady and two-dimensional and is constructer: by compositing sections with

linear variations of vertical air velocity and cloud water content so as

to approximate the Fleming storm. Hail embryos are introduced at various

positions in the updraft and their subsequent history calculated. A

strong correlation is found between the embryo starting position and i"_'

trajectory and final size. Embryos starting in the ceetrai portions of

the updraft are carried up rapidly and displaced far from the updraft.

Embryos starting near the upshear edge of the updraft have a simple arcing

up and down trajectory and produce small hailstones which can be expected

to melt before reaching the ground, Embryos starting near the downshear

edge of the updraft give rise to the largest hailstones and have predominantly

recirculating trajectories. Effects of changing some of the model parameters

are investigated.
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I .	 I NTRODUCT I (IN

The foundations of the theory of mail growth were laid by Schumann

(1938) and Ludlam (1958). Ludlam showed that the requirement of heat-

balance does not always allow all the water accreted by a hailstone to

freeze. In Ludlam's model, the excess (unfrozen) water was shed; this

limited the maximum size to whico a hailstone could grow to a diameter

of about 4 cm. However, experiments by List (1959) showed that the unfrozen

water need not be shed from the growing hailstone but rather that the hail-

stone can grow in a ''spongy'' mode. By assuming that no water is shed from

a growing hailstone, Hitschfeld and Douglas (1963) showed that large hail-

stones can grow in a one-dimensional (vertical) cloud, ;n tires consistent

with observations, provided high concentrations of water are present as

postulated by Marshall (1961).	 In their work on hail growth, Sulakveiidze

et al. (1967) also considered regions of high water content or accumulation

zones,

Building on the above pioneering work, and spurred by Uossible appli-

cation to artificial modification of hail, a considerable volume of research

on hail growth has been reported in the recent literature. The simplest

models of hail growth are one-dimensional models in which the vertical air

velocity and cloud microphysical properties are prescribed functions of

height or height and time. (e.g. List et al., 1968; M,usil, 1970; and Dennis

and Musil, 1973). A somewhat more complex but still a one-dimensional model

of hail growth considers interacting dynamics and microphysics (e.g.,

Wisner et al., 1972 and Danielsen et al., 1972)•

t
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A criticism of one-dimensional models is that the storm dynamics are

not adequately modeled or simulated in one dimension. Further, observations

show that, at least in middle latitudes, storms producing sustained large

hail occur in an environment having a vertical shear of the horizontal wind,

suggesting that the horizontal dimension plays an important role in the

hail process. This has been stressed by Ludlam (19631 ) and others,

Calculations of hail growth in two-dimensional models were reported

by English (1973), Orville and Kopp (1977) and others. Guided by certain

observed characteristics of Alberta hailstorms, English prescribed the

vertical air velocity and water content as functions of vertical and hori-

zontal distance, and showed that hail of observed sizes could be grown in

the clouds in reasonable times. The liquid fraction of the hailstones

grown in the model were reasonable and not excessive as in the one-dimensional

model of Hitschfeld and Douglas. Orville and Kopp considered a two-

dimensional model with highly parameterized microphysics. 	 It is doubtful

that the dynamics are properly simulated in two dimensions and the calcu-

lation of hail growth suffers because of the extensive parameterization of

microphysic-. However, the simplifications of two-dimensionality and the

microphysic.al parameterizations were dictated by computer limitations.

It appears that the dynamics, microphysics and the horizontal and

vertical dimensions all are important in the problem of sustained fal15 of

large hail, A detailed numerical calculation considering all the parameters

cannot be performed on present-day computers. Also it is doubtful that such

a calculation would be very illuminating. Therefore, qualitative models

based on physical considerations ar,d observations become important. Among

such models, we mentior+ those of Browning (1963, 1964, 1977) and Browning
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and Foote (1976) which clearly demonstrate that both the vertical and the

horizontal dimensions are important in the process of hail growth.

In this paper, we present a two-dimensional, steady-state model of

hail growth in a sloping updraft which is simplified to the point that

analytical solutions for hailstone growth and trajectory become possible,

In spite of its simplicity, the model illu_ t rates the effects of particle

trajectory on its growth and reproduces certain aspects of the qualitative

models mentioneu in the previous paragraph. The model used here is an

extension of the two-dimensional model of precipitation growth in an

upright axially-symmetric steady-state updraft presented by Srivastava

and Atlas (1969). Other two- and three-dimens:onal models which compute hail or

precipitation particl(f trajectory and growth are these of English. (1973),

Sartor and Cannon (1976) and Paluch (1978).

	

2.	 THE MODEL

We consider a steady-state two-dimensional model of a storm. The

model storm consists of a number of "sections" in the horizontal and the

vertical in each of which the vertical air velocity and the "effe;tive"

cloud water content are linear or piece-wise linear functions of the height

and constant in the horizontal direction. Discontinuous changes in certain

parameters are permitted between horizontal sections. These assumptions

allow analytical solutions to be obtained for the particle size and position.

We shall now present the equations for the model.

	

2.1	 Equations

The following equations apply to a portion of the model cloud in which

the cloud properties vary linearly with height and are constant in the
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horizontal. Details of some of the derivations can be found in Srivastava

and 'alas 05,:9A.

The vertical air velocity is given by

w - w +az
0

where w0 and a are constants and z is the vertical coordinate. The "effective"

liquid water content for hail growth is considered tc be the product of

M, the cloud water content, and E, the collection efficiency of hail;

we assume

ME -Y0 +Y l z
	

(2)

where y 0 and y l are constants. The terminal velocity V of hail of diameter

D is taken as

V 2 = KD
	

(3)

where K ( N 2 x 106 cm s -2 ) is a constant, This should be acceptable for

D t 1 mm. The continuous collection equation for hail growth is

where P (taken F.s 0.9 g cm-3 ), is the density of the hailstone,	 It is

assumed thzt no water is shed from the hailstone, A weakness of this

morsel is that the liquid fraction of the hailstone is not calculated.

The vertical position of the particle is given by:

dz - w _ V	
(5)

dt

The above equations can be combined to yield the following equation for

the z and V of a growing particle:
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dt2 - a dt + H I V m Q i w0 - ai30	(7)

where

ao - p y 0	 SI p y I	 (8)

are constants. Analytical solutions for the above second order linear

differential equations with constant coefficients can be easily obtained.

We now consider the horizontal rosition x of the particle. 	 It is

given by

dt = u	 (9)

where u is the horizontal velocity, For slab symmetry u is given by

Ski	
a (paw)	

'
p a Tz
	 I.
	 itsa -

Z	
0	 k	 )

The air density p a is assumed to be

Pa = poexp(-),z)

where A is a constant, we take

a = ( 2. - -)	 ( 12)
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, R is the gas constant For air

and y the mean lapse rate of temperature and T the mean temperature.

From the above equations, we have

dx . 
X . [Aw - a]	 (13)

dt

The above equation can be Integrated to give the trajectory of an air

particle starting at (xo , z0)

w +a z
x = x0 

• w0+az0 
.eXp[x(z-z0 )]	 (14)

0



and the position of a growing hail particle

A °
ax s xoexp [ ( ?^woa - a -	 ) t + as 1

l	 1

AS t2
X0 = xoexp[	 2	 + (a.vo - a)t + A(z-

where 
V  

is the initial fall speed of the parti

The solution of (6), (7) and (15) gives th

vertical and horizontal positions in terms of t

(vo , xo , zo ) and the model parameters (w OP a, t

2.2 Model Composition

The cloud described in the equations of Section 2.1 does not have

enough flexibility to model realistic sloping updrafts. The airflow to

the right of the plane of symmetry of.such a model is shown schematically

in Fig. 1. At the lower levels, air converges inward and at the higher

levels, the air diverges outward into the anvil, By appropriately

piecing together portions of the .model of fig. 1, with other portions of

this model,or portions of models with different parameters, it is possible

to approximate fairly general sloping updrafts. Thus we can take the portion

ABCD of fig. I and join it with a portion from a different model at the

top or the sides, and continue the process to get a composite model.. Cer-

tain constraints must be observed in this compositing process. Continuity

of mass must be considered at the interfaces. The stre.am)ines (Eq. 14) are

such that no air crosses them. Thus the choice of left and right edges of

a section is the stream:ine at the edge.	 It can be seen from Eqn, (14)

that the streamlines do not change if w o/a, remains constant, Thus sections
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Figure 2. (a) The updraft shape, and the distributions of (b) vertical
air velocity and (c) effective cloud mater content in the
model FZeming storm.
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can be placed side by side if they h.J,ve the same value of w o/a. Still air

sections have no streamline constraints.	 In piecing sections vertically,

we require continuity of mass flux. The vertical mass flux through a

horizontal boundary is A, where L is the length of the horizontal boundary.

In this model, vertically adjacent sections have the same L; thu g the verti-

cal velocity is required to be continuous at the horizontal interfaces

between sections.

2.3 Model parameters

The parameters of the model storm will be selected to approximate

the quasi-steady-state phase of the Fleming Storm (Frowning and Foote,

)976). The model storm consists of three adjacent sections (Fig. 2).

The updraft velocity in the three sections is shown by the correspondingly

numbered curves in Fig. 2b. Section 3 is composed of still air, Section

2 is a transition region between the core of the updraft, Section 1, and

the still air section.	 The vertical velocity in Section 2 is 1/3 of that

in Section I.	 In each of the sections, the updraft and effective liqu^d

water content are piecewisA linear functions of the vertical coordinate and

constant in the horizontal. The vertical air velocity in the core of the

updraft near the cloud base is 11.2 m s -I and is comparable to the vertical

air velocity measured by instrumented aircraft near the base of the Fleming

cloud. The vertical velocity in the i.iodel is zero near the observed top of

the Fleming cloud. No measurements of the vertical air velocity were

available in the body of the Fleming cloud, Using parcel theory (with no

water loading) the temperature sounding data yielded the updraft shown by

the continuous curve.  The model updraft assumes a lower maximum vertical

air velocity located near the midc;le of the cloud rather than near the
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cloud top. According to Sulakvelide et al. (1967) and Marwitz (1972),

the maximum vertical air velocity occurs in the middle levels of cloud.

The assumed effective liquid water content in the model cloud

(fig. 2c) is an approximation to the computed adiabatic effective liquid water

content (continuous curve) Except at the higher levels. The sharp cutoff

at the higher levels is due to the reduced collection efficiency of hail

because of glaciation. No collection takes place above the level of the

-40C isotherm (10 km).

The slope of the updraft corresponds roughly to what is known about

the Fleming storm (cf. fig. 11 of Brownirg and Foote), The width of the

updraft at cloud base is taken as 8 km (core width - 6 km). At a height

of 9 km, the model updraft narrows to about half its width at the cloud

base.

3.	 CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

Hai lstonasare initiated on embryos of diameter 0,1 cm. The embryos

are placed inside the updraft with even spacing in the vertical and hori-

zontal of 1 and 1/2 km respectively. The embryo placement covers the height

range from 5 to 10 km; the latter is the height of the -40C isotherm while

embryos of the assumed size are considered unlikely to occur below the

former height. The growth and motion of the embryos is followed using

analytical solutions of the equations given in Section 2. More embryos are

subsequently placed in regions requiring greater resolution. During the

computations embryos which move out of the computational box (fig. 2a)

are excluded from, further consideration and are designated "but of cloud

particles."



3.1 Results for the model Fleming storm

Some representative hailstone trajectories are shown in fig. 3. Of

the 57 evenly spaced embryos, 38 fall out of the computational box; thus

2/3 of the embryos are designated "out of cloud." Most of these particles

grow only for a short time in their upward trajectory before entering the

no-growth region above 10 km height and being expelled from the computational

box (e.g. trajectory 2 in fig. 3). A similar feature can also be seen in

Robertson's model (Robertson, 1975). The final diameters (at OC level) of

these particles are less than 0.3 cm. The starting region of these embryos

is indicated by the shading in Fig. 4.

Ten of the 19 embryos, which fall inside the computational box, dis-

play a simple arcing up and down trajectory (e.g. trajectory 1, fig. 3).

These particles start to the left of the shaded "out of cloud' region

(see fig. 4). None of these particles attained a diameter greater than

0.5 cm at the OC level. These particles should melt completely before

reaching the ground. The growth time of these particles is about 10 to

20 minutes (shown by the full curves in fig. 4).

Hail of diameter about 1 cm and larger originates on embryos which

start in a narrow region on the right side of the updraft (trajectories

3 and 4, fig. 3). This region is small; it contains only 9 of the 57

embryos. Most of the embryos starting in this region execute one or more

recirculations. The number of recirculations increases as the embryo

starting position approaches the right edge of the updraft, and the particles

with the largest number of recirculations start at the 9 km height, which

is the height at which the updraft turns over. Many of the particles spend

over half of their time in the recirculation region and grow to half their
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final size there. The final diameters of these particles range between

1.7 and 5.7 cm, and the growth times range between 40 and 60 minutes (see

fig. 4). The maximum size (5.7 cm diameter) is in good agreement with

the baseball size hailstones reported for the Fleming storm during its

quasi-steady phase la s ing over 3 hrs.

Histograms of final diameters at the OC level and elapsed times

(fig. 5) show the number of embryos producing the hail of indicated size

and the time taken for the hail to reach that level. The eiapsed time

histogram shows a bimodal distribution; the low mode is composed of embryos

originating on the left side of the updraft while the high mode is due to

the particles originating on the right side of the updraft. The final

diameter histogram is similar to the elapsed time histogram. A large fraction

of the embryos produce hail of diameter less than 1 cm. These embryos start

on the left side of the updraft. There is a drop in particle number around

1 cm Diameter and then a lower peak occurs. This peak is due to embryos

starting on the right side of the updraft.

An interesting correlation was found between the fallout location and

the final diameter of the hail. The major portion of the hailfall begins

about 2 km behind the updraft with exclusively large hail. The largest

hail size decreases with increasing distance behind the updraft edge (see bottom

portion of fig. 4). Figure 4 (bottom) also shows a tendency for hail of diameter

greater than 1 cm to bunch together into groups behind the updraft. The bunch-

ing persisted even when the embryos were distributed with a finer spacing. It

is possible that the bunching is an intrinsic property of particle sorcing
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in patterns of sloping updrafts. With a moving storm, the bunching could

perhaps give rise to a streaky pattern of hail fall at the ground. Towery

and Morgan (1977) and others have reported streaky patterns of hail at

tee. ground.

3.2 Variations on the model Fleming storm

To test the sensitivity of the results to the model input we

repeated the calculations changing the values of some of the parameters.

In the results presented in figs. 6 and 7, the model is similar to the

model Fleming storm, except that the maximum vertical air velocity has been

reduced from 40 m s 
-I 

to 30 m s -1 and 20 m s -I respectively,

The case with the maximum vertical velocity of 30 m s -I is similar

in many respects to the model Fleming case. However, the region of the

updraft_ contributing to "out-of-cloud" particles decreases, the maximum

hailstone size does not change significantly. The case with the 20 m s-I

maximum vertical air velocity has a much smaller "out-of-cloud" region.

This case has a recirculation-mode region which gives rise to large hail-

stones as in the case of thu model Fleming storm, But it also shows another

region from which large hailstones originate. This region is on the right

side of the updraft near its base and yields hailstones with maximum

diameter of about 4 cm in about 25 minutes. The trajectories of embryos

starting in this region is an up, across and down arc with a small loop.

The hailstones are able to balance in the hi gh liquid water content region

and grow rapidly. This case also yields I cm diameter hailstones in 15

minutes and 2 cm diameter stones in 20 minutes via arcing trajectories.

The results for this case bear a great deal of resemblance to the results
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A calculation was also performed by changing the width of the updraft

of the model Fleming storm from 8 km to 6 km (the width of the transition

region was kept the same). In this case, the elapsed time for trajectories

was similar to that In the case of the model Fleming storm. However, the

maximum hailstone diameter decreased from 5.7 to 3.6 cm. This decrease

was due to a decrease in the number of recirculations of hailstones.

The general results of this case are similar to those of English (1973)•

3.3 Particle trajectories

Three types of particle trajectories have been encountered in the

model Fleming storm depending upon the starting position of the embryo.

These trajectories are summarized in fi g . %e and compared with the results

of Paluch (1978), fig. 8(a) through 8(d). Paluch used three-dimensional

motion fields obtained from Doppler radar observations and calculated particle

growth and trajectories assuming the motion field to be steady; the micro-

physical parameters were also prescribed and assumed to be steady. The

trajectory types obtained by Paluch (fig. 8a, b, and c) are basically

similar to the trajectory types 1, 3 and 4 (fig. 8e) obtained by us, Hence,

it appears that our conclusions, for the model Fleming storm, might be

applicable more generally to storms with sloping updrafts.

4.	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Analytical solutions to the equations of growth and motion of hail-

stones have been obtained for steady-state linear variations of the vertical

air velocity and effective cloud water content (product of collection

effi.-iency and cloud water content) with height. Fairly general models

of quasi-steady storms with sloping updraft can be constructed by piecing
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together sections with piece-wise linear variations of updraft and effective

cloud water content. In this way a model of the Fleming storm has been set

up and the growth and motion of hail embryos in the storm computed. Three

distinct situations arise depending upon the starting position of the

hail embryo. Embryos starting in the middle portion of the updraft

travel far from the main updraft and attain only small sizes; most of these

hailstones are not expected to survive the fall from the OC isotherm to

the ground. Embryos starting on the upshear edge of the updraft undergo

an arcing up, over and down trajectory and give rise to hailstones of

diameter less than 0.5 cm; these particles also are not expected to survive

the fall from the OC level. Embryos starting on the downshear edge of the

updraft give rise to hail of diameter greater than 1 cm, the maximum

diameter being 5.7 cm, These embryos execute recirculations, with the

number of recirculations and the final hailstone size increasing with the

proximity of the embryo starting position to the turn-over location, of

the updraft. The existence and location of this region (temperature, verti-

cal air velocity) are believed to be important for the growth of large hail.

It is believed that the three -types of particle trajectories identified here,

and the associated growth patterns would obtain in most cases of quasi-

steady sloping updrafts.
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ABSTRACT;

A simple model of the evolution of particle size distributions by

coalescence and spontaneous and binary disintegrations is formulated,

Spontaneous disintegration involves single particles, while coalescence

and binary disintegrations involve pairs of particles. Analytical

solutions for the mean mass of the distribution and the equilibrium

size distribution are obtained for the case of constant collection

kernel and disintegration parameters. At equilibrium, the forms of

the size distributions are identical under the action of coalescence

and either or both disintegration processes; the particle concentration

is proportional to the total mass concentration (M) and the mean mass

of the distribution is independent of M when only coalescence and binary

disintegrations are operative. At small values of M, the effects of

spontaneous disintegrations dominate over those of binary disintegration.,

while the reverse is the case at large values of M. Some of the findings

of the present simple model are in qualitative agreement with the results

if numerical calculations of the evolution of raindrop size spectra with

realistic formulations of drop coalescence and breakup.
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1.	 INTRODUCTION

Coalescence and breakup are among the important processes gr-erning 	 I

the evolution of precipitation particle size spectra. Coalescence alone

tends to increase the concentration of the larger particles, and decrease

that of smaller particles. Particle breakup opposes this tendency of

coalescence and it is conceivable that a combination of coalescence and

breakup would produce stationary particle size distributions. 	 Indeed

this was found to be the case in a number of numerical studies of the

evolution of particle size spectra. Srivastava (1971) found equilibrium

size spectra resulting from the action of coalescence and spontaneous

breakup of raindrops. Studies of coalescence and spontaneous and

collisional breakup (e.g. Gillespie and List 1978, Srivastava 1978 and

Young 1975) also showed the development of an equilibrium size distribu-

tion for raindrops.	 Furthermore, it was found that: 	 (i) the effect of

collisional breakup dominates over that of spontaneous breakup at large

precipitation mass contents (M), while the reverse is the case at small

M, and (ii) the equilibrium size distributions resulting from coalescence

and collisional breakup are parallel to each other, or more explicitly,

at equilibrium, the particles concentrations are proportional to M.

In this paper, we set up a simple formulation of particle coalescence

and break s ; which admits of analytical solutions. These solutions show

explicitly the approach to equilibrium and the relative importance of

spontaneous and collisional breakup in determining the particle size

distributions.	 The solutions also reproduce qualitatively some of the

results found in the numerical calculations cited above.
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2. MODEL & EQUATIONS

We consider a discrete size distribution, the particle masses being

taken as the integers. The process of coalescence cannot produce particles

of non-integral mass. The process of particle breakup will be formulated

so that it too cannot produce particles of non-integral mass.

The usual formulation of particle coalescence .ill be adopted, that is,

the rate at which particles of masses j and K combine to increase the concen-

tration of particles of mass (j + k) will be taken as K(J,k)P j P k , where p  is

the concentration of particles of mass j and K(j,k) is the collection kernel.

Two modes of particle breakup will be considered. First, spontaneous

breakup of particles of mass k will be assumed to occur at a rate ap k , where

a, the spontaneous disintegration parameter, can in general be a function of

k. The second mode of particle breakup, involving a pair of particles, is

similar to collisional breakup and will be referred to as binary breakup.

Binary breakup involving particles of masses j and k will be assumed to

proceed at a rate (P j p k where the binary disintegration parameter R can in

general be a (symmetrical) function of j and k. All fragments resulting from

disintegrations will be assumed to be of unit size.

The time rate of change of particle concentration is given by

dP k 	 1	
K(j,k-j)P	 P•	 (la)dt	 2 j=1	 k-j J

Pk j l K( j ,k) pj - a(k)Pk'Pk j=l R( j , k )Pj , k> 2

CodpI

dt = ' J=I K ( 1 , j )P 1 PJ + JF2 a(j)JPj

+
 2 j	 R(j,k) ( j+k )Pj P ' P I j El W ' j ) p j	 (lb)l kl	 k 

For k > 2, the first two terms on the right hand side of Equation (la) repre-

send respectively the rates of gain and loss of particles of size k by
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a

1
	 coalescence, the third term represents the loss of particles by spontaneous 	 s

disintegration and the last term represents the rate of loss of particles

i	 by binary disintegrations. Equation (lb) gives the rate of change of concen-

tration of particles of unit size. The first term on the right hand side of

the equation represents the loss of particles by coalescence. The second

term represents the gain in particle concentration by spontaneous breakup,

while the third and fourth terms represent the gain by binary disintegrations.

It can be shown that Equations (1) ensure the conservation of total

mass concentration

M = k E I kpk 	(2)

in the system provided K and S are symmetric functions of their :arguments.

A general solution of equations (1) is not possible. For the coalescence

only ((x=a=o) problem, analytical solutions were reported in the literature

(e.g. Scott, 1968) for special forms of the collection kernel, namely, a

constant kernel, a kernel proportional to the sum of particle masses, a kernel

proportional to the product of particle masses, and a kernel which is a linear

combination of the three foregoing kernels.	 In the followirg, we shall give

an analytical solution of Equations (1) for a constant collection kernel K

and constant breakup parameters a and Q. Other forms of K, and a and R will

be briefly considered in Section 4.

3. SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS AND RESULTS

3.1. Constant Kernel and Breakup Parameters

We introduce the generating function

G(z,t) = kE l pk (t)z k	(3)

It can be shown that for constant K(=c),a and a, the generating function satisfies:

3G/3t + (cN+^N+a) G = (c/2)G 2 + M (a+fN)z	 (4)

where

N = N(t)=
kE 1 

Pk (t) = G(l,t)	 (5)
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is the total particle concentration. The following scaled variables will

be used.

T	 =	 cMt

a 	 a/cM

k = R3c

P k (t)	 =	 Pk(t)/M

g ( z , t )	 -	 G(z,t)/M 
^Jci 

Pk (f)zk

The mean mass of the distribution m is given by:

m (t) = M/N(t) = 1/g (I,t) .

If an equilibrium solution results, the equilibrium quantities will be dis-

ti,^;ushed by a subscript E. 	 In terms of the scaled quantities, Equation (4)

may be rewritten as:

ry 9 11 9T + (a,,, + R;e / m + I /m) g = g 2 /2 + (a ;^ + R - /'m) z

We shall now consider the behavior of the mean mass and the equilibrium

particle size distribution.

3.1.1	 Mean Mass

Putting z=1 in Eq. (8), we have for the mean mass of the distribution:

dmdt = (1/2 + I3.j + (a., -	 In 	 a,m 2	(9)

First, we consider certain special cases. For the case of coalescence only,

we have:

m (T) = m (o) + T/2	 (10)

Thus the mean mass of the system increases linearly and the concentration tends

to vanish with increasing time.

If coalescence and spontaneous breakup are considered, the solution of

Equation (9) is

(6)

(7)

l$1

Y =(yo + tanh.x)/(1 + yo tanhx)	 (11)
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where y and x are related to mo and T by E quations (15) and (16) repsectively

but with R^	 o. The initial condition is y 	 yo at 'r - o.	 It is seen from

Equation (11) that as x + ^,	 I; thus as T -* -, an equilibrium mean mass is

approached which is given by the following equation

M
E
 = 1/2 + (1/4 + I/2(x*) I/2
	

(12)

As might have been anticipated, the equilibrium mean mass decreases with

Increasing value of the scaled breakup parameter a * , As (x* 
-+ 00, M  -j- 1, that

is all particles tend to be of unit size. Equation (12) also implies that for

fixed a/c, 
M  

increases with M. For M large, or more precisely, for

CN(o) /2a >> 1,	 m  = (c/2a)M 1/2

It can be shown that the approach to equilibrium takes place monotonically.

An example is shown in Fig. I. 	 In this example m  = 215.	 For an initial

M(o) - 450, m  is approached to within 10% at T = 400. Coalescence alone

would have doubled the mean mass at T = 200. It can a9so be shown that the

equilibrium is stable, that is, perturbations of m about its equilibrium

value tend to return m to the equilibrium value.

If only coalescence and binary disintegration are considered, the solu-

tion of (9) is:

M(U) = m(o) e L T + ( I + 1 /2R; c ) (1	 e R'^T)
	

(13)

As T	 the following equilibrium mean mass is approached:

M
E
	 1 + 1/213, = 1 + c/2R
	

(14)

The equilibrium mean mass tends to i as R } °°.	 In contrast to the previous

case, m  is independent of the mass concentration. This suggests that at

equilibrium, plots of the size d stribution for different mass concentrations

will be parallel to each other. This is verified later. 	 It can also be shown

that, as in the previous case, the approach to equilibrium is monotonic and the

equilibrium is stable.
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In the general case of coalescence and spontaneous and binary disinte-

grations the solution of (9) is given by (11) where y and x are related to

m and T by
2	 1/2

y	 (m -) / t (1 /2a + R * /a* ) + (	 - ^3 ^) / 4 a*,2 
1
	 (15)

2	 2 l/2
x = 1. C(* C(1 /2a ,4 + 13* /a* ) + (a, , - 13 ;x)	 /4a* 	 (16)

and yo is the initial value of y. As T -^- -, an equilibrium mean mass is

approached:
2	 O/Z

mE _ (a;ti -;ti) /2a + L(1 /2a* + R/ °^>ti ) + (a t	 R,ti ) /4a ^ 2	 (17)

It may be noted that (12) is a special case of (17), obtained by putting

a = o in the latter.	 Also the limit of (17) as cx* a o gives equation (14).

Again, it can be shoa:n that the approach to equilibrium is monotonic and the

equilibrium is stable.

The behavior of m  is summarized in Fig. 2. The thin curves show the

variation of m E with a;, for selected (3 ;ti . The thick curve shows m E as a

function of S* for cx = o.	 It is seen that m E decreases with increases in11

both a„ and

It may be recalled that the scaled spontaneous disintegration parameter

a ;, (= ao/cM) involves the mass concentration M. 	 It is perhaps more instruc-

tive to consider the behavior of mE with M for fixed a/c and R/c. This is

done in Fig. 3. With coalescence and binary disintegration (a* = o), m  is

independent of M (dotted curve). With coalescence and spontaneous disintegra-

tion 0* = o), m  varies approximately as M 1/2 (dashed curve). The full curve

is for coalescence and both types of disintegrations. At samll M, this curve

approaches the spontaneous breakup curve, and at large M, it approaches the

binary disintegration curve. Thus, at small M, the effect of spontaneous

disintegration predominates over the effect of binary disintegrations; as M

L_
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increases, however, the reverse is the case. A similar effect occurs

for realistic formulations of collection and breakup of raindrops

(Srivastava 1970).

3.1.2 Equilibrium Particle Size Distribution

The scaled equilibrium generating function is found by putting

3/DT = o in Equation (8) :

g E/ 2 - 9 E (a 	 (3,ti /M
E 

+ 1 /M
E ) + (a sti + I * /m E )z = o

considering the coefficients of z in (18) we find:

P I E 	 ((x,; + (3/m E ) / (a,4 + %/m E + I /mE)

or, using Equation (17)

P IE = I/(2mE-1)

Solving Equation (18) for g E , differentiating the result repeatedly with

respect to z, and putting z = 1, we find the following recursion equation

for P kE'	 a

_ 2k-3	 mE _ in 

PkE / P k-1 , E	 2k	
^rn - 1/2) 2

E

Equation (21) can also be written as;

(2k-2)r	
I	

(mE
- 	

mE)k
-1

P kE	 k. k-1 .	 22k-i -
	

Lk-1
(m E-1/2)

From Equation (22), it is seen that the equilibrium size distribution depends

explicitly only on mE , The dependence on the parameters a and R,, is implicit

through the dependence of m  on those parameters. In other words, the form

of the equilibrium size distribution is the same for (i) coalescence and

spontaneous disintegration, 	 (ii) coalescence and binary disintegration,

and (iii) coalescence, spontaneous and binary disintegration. Consideration

of the particular forms of m  shows further that in case (ii), the equilibrium

distributions for given R,^ and different M are parallel to each other, the

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(2.2)
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particle concentrations being proportional to M. This is no t so in cases

(i) and (iii). This result is understandable. 	 In the case of coalescence

and binary disintegration, all terms in the equation for the equilibrium

distribution are proportional to the products of particle concentrations.

Therefore if one solution 
pkE 

for a mass concentration M has been found,

A pkE is a possible solution for a mass concentration AM where A is a

constant. In the case of coalescence and spontaneous breakup, however,

the particle concentrations enter into the equation both linearly and

quadratically and hence we do not anticipate size distributions which are

parallel to each other. Gillespie and List (19713) and Srivastava (1978)

found similar behavior with realistic formulations of coalescence and

spontaneous and collisional breakup.

For large k, we can approximate PkE in Equation (22) by

(m E - 1/2)	 mE - mE	k 
k
-3/2 2 

Tr ] 
/2-	

(23)

PkE	 (mE - mE )
	

(ME - 1/2)2

Lushnikov and Piskunov (1977) considered the problem of coalescence and

spontaneous disintegration and obtained equations similar to our Equations

(21), (22) and (23). Here we have shown that these results are also valid

for coalescence and binary disintegration znd a combination of coalescence,

spontaneous and binary disintegration processes provided the appropriate

M  is used in Equations (20) through (23).

Fig. 4 shows a plot of the equilibrium distribution for m  = 50,

computed from Equation (22). Although indicated as a continuous curve,

the distribution is discrete. On this figure, the asymptotic form (23)

is indistinguishable from the exact solution for k > 8. For cloud physical

purposes, it is perhaps more interesting to see the distributions plotted

as	 log (pk . k 213 ) against k 
113 

(Fig. 5) which corresponds essentially
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to a plot of log N(D) vs D where D is the particle diameter and N(D) the

particle concentration density. 	 In Fig. 5, the scaling has been removed

and the equilibrium distributions for coalescence and spontaneous breakup

(a/c = 0.1 S = 0) have veen shown for the indicated mass concentrations.

Curves identical in form to those in Fig. 5 would be obtained for other

cases provided the m  are identical. As an example, let us consider the

M = 2 curve in Fig. 4. This curve has m  = 3.70 (Eq. 12). Under the

action of coalescence and binary breakup, the same m  would be obtained

for V c = 0.185 (Eq. 14). Hence the M = 2 curve in Fig. 5 is also the

equilibrium distribution for coalescence and collisional breakup for

V c = 0.185, and M = 2. However, if M is changed with a/c kept fixed,

the equilibrium distribution will be displaced parallel to itself.

3.2 Other forms of the collection kernel and breakup parameters.

Solutions have also been obtained for constant breakup parameters and

(a) collection kernel proportional to the sum of particle masses and (b)

col l eL.L-on kernel proportional to the product of particle masses. A

detailed discussion of these solutions will not be given here. Only certain

new features which emerge in the behavior of the particle mean mass are

summarized below.

As the power of the collection kernel increases, an equilibrium mean

mass is not always possible. 	 In case (a), an equilibrium mean mass is

always obtained with coalescence and spontaneous breakup. With coalescence

and binary breakup, however, an equilibrium M occurs only for R>I and the

equilibrium value is independent of the mass content M. 	 For (.,.<1, coale-

scence dominates, that is m	 as T	 ^.

In cases (b), m exhibits three distinct kinds of behavior. 	 In a region

of relatively large a ;, and a,, an equilibrium m is always attained.	 In a

region of small a,, and ^';;, coalescence dominates in a finite time ^TC,

i
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i.e., m + - as T -* T c .	 In a third region of small a* but relatively large

%, the behavior of m depends upon the initial condition. For small initial

m an equilibrium in is attained while for large initial m, coalescence

dominates. Moreover, two equilibrium values of m are possible. The smaller

m is stable with respect to small perturbations, while the equilibrium point

with the larger m is unstable. 	 In the latter case, a small positive pertur-

bation causes coalescence to dominate while a small negative perturbation

causes the m to move to the stable equilibrium point.	 In this .case also the

equilibrium m is independent of M for coalescence and binary breakup.

Besides the above, it is also possible to obtain solutions for certain

forms of variable breakup parameters. For example, we can consider

K(j,k) = cjk

a(k)	 = aok

G(j,k) = sojk

where c, a  and So are constants. A reference to Equations (1) will show

that in this case, at equilibrium, the quantity jp j obeys the same equation

as the quantity p j in the case of a constant kernel and breakup parameters.

Hence the solution to this problem is immediate.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The equations for a simple model of particle coalescence and breakup

have been formulated. Analytical solutions of the equations have been

obtained for a cunstant collection kernel and constant spontaneous and binary

disintegration parameters. The behavior of the solutions is qualitatively

similar to that of numerical solutions of the equations for the evolution

of raindrop size distributions for realistic formulations of coalescence

and breakup. An equiIibriumparticle size distribution is attained. For

given breakup parameters, the effect of spontaneous disintegration dominates

over that of binary disintegration at small mass contents, M, while the
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reverse is the case at large M. With coalescence and only spontaneous

disintegration, the equilibrium mean mass m  increases with M while it

is independent of M when coalescence and only binary disintegration are

considered.	 In the latter case, the equilibrium particle size distribu-

tions for different M are parallel to each other.
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Long-lived Intense squall lines are
sustained and propagated by the initiation of
new convection on their leading fee". L the
thundaracolms associated with the new convection
mature and dissipate, they now to the rear of
the propagating Line. Under certain conditions
not wall understood at the present time, the
anvil and dabria associated with the dissipating
thunderstorms can merge together to produce a
large mmoscale region (area - i0 16knr4 ) of deep
=4 relatively homogeneous precipitation wbi,cb
trails the line of active convection. Such
squall lines have been described by Z1pmr (1969,
1977) and House (1977).

Observations and theoretical consi-
derations suggest that the region of trailing
precipitation my be dynamically active and
contain.mseoscale vertical air motions. This is
suggested by the long life of the region and the
fact that it sometimes accounts for a large
fraction (=0.4) of thin total precipitation of
the squall line system (Souse, 1977). Physi-
cally, it can be seen why vertical motions occur
in the region of widespread precipitation if
conditions are favorable for evaporation in the
leer layers; the cooling associated with the
evaporation (perhaps auguaented by the salting
of ice) can give rise to pressure falls and
convergence in the middle troposphere, which
should result in meant in the upper levels and
descent in the lower levels. The ascent could
lead to the production of morn precipitation and
perhaps a self-sustaining system.

In this paper, we present Doppler
radar observations of a region of widespread
precipitatlm tra"^ an Luton" squall line.
The observations were obtained during Project
Nn=D, conducted in Illinois during Key and
June 1978. Three Doppler radars (the NCAR C83•and
C'4 and the University of Chicago - Illinois
State Water Survey CHILL) were used besides
surface instrumentatioe (the NCAR PAM system and
the ISMS raingangs network) and frequent rawia-
sonds ascents. Sere we shall present observa-
tions from only one radar (CP3) . which vela , used
to calculate high-vusolutioa vertical profiles
of particle fall speed, horizontal divergence,
and vertical velocity by a modest a=tension of
the VAD method (Browning and Wealar, 1968).

2.	 BRIEF DBSCRIFTIOH OF TIM SQUALL LINE

The band of intense precipitation
from the squall line, followed by the region
of light, widespread precipitation, passed through
northern Illinois between 2200 CDT (all time are
Central Daylight Tim), 17 June and 0200, 18 Juno
1978.

Fig. La to a PFI dispLy of radar
reflactivity factor at 2213 and show the squall
line at a stags when the widaspread precipitation
to the east of GA active line was just beginning
to become ammensave, By 2346, the convective line
bad weakened considerably, and the area of wide-
spread precipitation had enlarged, a:tending aloft
behind the line for a distance of 140 We (Fig. lb).
By this ties else the line of intense activity bad
became detached from t1w area of intense precipi-
tation by a gap e,4f over 20 km (Fig. lb). Since
light, widespread precipitation continued for two
more hours, the existence of masoncale ascent to
provide additional condensate seems likely.

3.	 CCMMZD WTDDD OF VAD ANALYSIS

In a region of borisontally stratified
precipitation with linear variations of the hori-
sontal wind, the Doppler radial velocity at a
constant alevAtion angle a, and constant slant
range R (horizontal range r) is related to the
asiwtb angle 4 (ssuured clockwise from north)
by the equation (Browning and Wexler, 1968)

V - a  + alcoo# + a,sinb + b lcos20 + b 2sin2^ (1)

where

40 - 
r - 

Div - F sin a	 (2)

al - vCa a . a2 - ucos CL 	 (3)

Be" Div is the average divergence of the horizon-
tal wind over the arm of the VAD circ

l
e. F is the

average particle fall speed (positive downwards)
over the circumference of the VAD circle, and u
and v are respectively the amtward and northward
components of the wind velocity over the radar.
The coefficients b  and b2 in (1) are related to
the deformation of the borizontal wind and will
not be used hers. The usual practice in VAD
analysis her bow to take observations of V, as a
function of the azimuth m, at one elevation angle
and to calculate the coefficien

ts0 b a
a , +^	 ,b .b

either by harmonic analysis of the 17	 2
lamt-squares fitting procedure. Observations is
different range bins, corresponding to different
S (and thus having different r and height h), then
give the height profiles of the coefficients. The
coefficient a can be used to determine the verti-
cal profila o2 horizontal divergence. and thence
by integratian the profile of the vertical air
velocity w, provided F is known or the elevation
angle a is small enough to neglect the lost term
in Equation (2); is most previous work. a was
kept small so that the Latter was the case.

Hare we have amended the VAD method,
so that observations of V(®), at a number of ele-
vation angles, can be used to deduce both the
divergence end the fall speed, and it is not
necessary (in fact, it is not desirable) to
restrict the VAD scans to small elevation angles.



4)

Let us rewrite Eo. (2) u follows;

2ao	
Div - Zl 

Cana	
(4)

rcosu	 r

rho VAD scans at difforPot elevation angles can
be used co determine the a's and the quantity
on the left hand side ,f (4) for the range gazer
that fall into a narrow height interval. rho

(a)

left hand side of (4) than has a distinctive
dependence on i which can be used to separate
the Div ,vW F. besides requiring the assumptions
made In the usual VAD analysiw (via., horizontal
mifornity of precipitation and linear variations
of the winds in horizontal Layers), the present
method L more stringent in terms of requiring
temporal uniformity of the phenomsoon because
many VAD scans must be utilized in the analysis
procedure. Nowover, the method doss contain an
internal test of consistency through the require-
Bent of na explicit dependence of (a0 /rcow) on a.

In the present analysis, data from
21 complete azimuthal scans, ranging in elevation
angle from 0.5° to 84.5°, have been used. rho
time period for these radar scans was from 2345
to 2355. Each azimuthal scan ham approximately
470 obsetvationa o: Doppler velocity. Only the
data for the range bins within r<_40 los of the
radar were utilized.

The data were !irst edited to remove
"clutter" point-s (absolute value of radial velo-
city lose than 1 se -1 ) and velocities which were
observed in the antenna's side lobe den to
"shadowing" effects. The radial velocities were
unfolded by comparison with the bodograph from
a rawinsonds ascent at 2356 CDT from the CP3
radar site. A first fit of type (1) was made
by a least-square@ method for each azimuthal scan
and range bin subject to the range constraint
mentioned above. lApproximataly 2500 fits were
made.) The Doppler velocities were then "cleaned"
by removing velocities which deviated from the
fit by more than twice the standard error of the
first fit. The "cleaning" had the effect of
removing spurious observations rather than
meteorologl:Ally significant data. A second
least-squares fit was then made on the "cleaned"
points to determine the coefficients in (1) for
each elevation angle and range bin.

rho neat analysis step consisted of
stratifying the a's in narrow height intervals
(500x). A least squares fit, according to Ea.
(4), was performed to determine Div and F for
each of the lavers. An integration was than
cr.rrlad out to determine the vertical air velocity
The details of this are described later.

For the sake of brevity, we have
omitted, :n the above, certain details of the
analysis procedures. These are: (i) ha_ght and
elevation angla correction for ray-curvature (the
latter correction was a small fraction of a degree
at the farthest ran ge considered) and (ii) an ex-
tension of the fit of Eq. (4) to include quadratic
height variations o; Div and F within a layer; this
was done to account better for sharp variations,
such as through the malting layer.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Ag. :. ?PI JisrLays of ,7-3 radar Yvj*7__ecmtnty
factor. 9Lack >40, natahsd 30-40, asnsaLy stippled
:0-30, sparse .y atipplsd <SO :BZ. Groats indioatee
Positi;m of rariar.	 4as's:nnam ratgs is .08 ;on.	 :l

5 ;DT; aZrwztson 4. S ';equal: _ins is to north-
.war. (b) _2 348 =; azavation 3.5°; aquaZZ Zins
:a .a to southeast. :n ,bl, -ass-.eta 60 ^m r7 the
norrh v d southwest zee associated :.nth the
-w piny Z"and.

4.1	 Winds, temperature, and humidity

Vertical profiles of wind speed and
direction obtained from the VAD analysis in the
region of widespread precipitation behind the squall
line and from a rawinsonde launched from the CP3
radar site at : 356 are -shown iv Fig. Z. Vertical
profiles of temperature and dew-point temperature
are also show.
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:+ds above. sea :eve). 2mund level :ram :26 +r.

The thermal structure of the atmos-
phere resembled the soundings behind tropical
lines described by Zlpser (1977) and behind an
Oklahoms squall line described by Ogura and
Liou (1980). Below 4 km, the sounding was
consistent with the occurrence of evaporation
of precipitation and unsaturated descent (Leary,
1980). Above 4.0 Ian, the atmosphere was satura-
ted with respect to ice. Between 4.0 and 8.7 k n

and above 11.0 km, the atmosphere was stable.
Between 8.7 and 11.0 Ls. it was conditionally
unstable. The layer from the surface to about
1 ke was very stable. The wet bulb potential
temperature in this layer was 292 L. In the I&-
ywr from 1 to 4 km it was mostly between 290.5
and 291.5. This contrast supports Zipser's (1977)
conclusion that the air in these two layers has
different origins.

4.2	 Hydromsteor fall speed and reflec-
tivity factor

The vertical profile of hydrom&teor
fall speed obtained from our extension of the VAD
method is shown in Fig. 3. The profiles of average
fall speed and reflectivity factor measured while
the radar was in the vertically pointing mods
during the 5.5 min immediately following the VAD
scans are also shown. The two sets of fall speeds
are in good agreement: especially noteworthy is
the agreement through the sharp transition in the
malting zone between the altitudes of about 3 and
4 fu. :'his agreesent supports our method of sepa-

Fig. J. Vervioal profilae of hydroonsteor !all-
speed °rem the 7AD analysis (solid line) and !ran
radar data vlleoted in vertically -pointing -nods

an(VP?4) (#)	 d of radar rv;Zectivity !actor °?an
VPN (dashed : ins) .

rating the fall speed and divergence from the
"average" of the VAD velocities ( a ) and also
gives credence co the assumptions underlying th-
use of the method.

Froze 11 km down to 6.5 km, the fall
speeds generally increased from 1 to -12 mr.
These fall epee-is are typical of *now. The in-
crease of the fall speed a-W of the reflectivity
factor imply the occurrence of particle growth
by soma or all of the following processes:
deposition, rising and aggregation. Between 6.5
and 4.2 km, the increase of fall speed was
arrested, and the rate of increase of reflectivity
factor also diminished. The former could have
bean duo to the formation of large aggregates,
whose fall speed& are a very weak function of
their mass. The latter could perhaps have been
due to the cessation of some of the growth
processes operative above 6.5 km.

The fall speeds increased rapidly
from about 2 to 9 ma-1 it the malting region and
then decreased downwards to approximately
7.5-8 as I . The reflectivity factor increased
sharply from about 28 to 41 dBZ and then fall
again to 29 dBZ. This implies a preponderance of
considerable particle aggregation above, and break-
up below, the peak of the reflectivity curve. Ths
peak fall speed of about 9 ms-1 was unusually high
for a malting-band situation. It Implies the
existence of rather massive partirles in thv forma
of aggregates or rimed particles, these particles

OiF PUUK UUAi,1•PY
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could even have been derived from the debris of
the intense convection. The decrease of the fall
velocity to - 7.5-8 w -1 in lover levels is con-
sistent with continued particle breakup •nd
raindrop size distributions having the measured
reflectivity factors.

4.3	 Horizontal divergence and vertical
air velocity

The vertical  profile of the horizon-
tal divergence obtained from the VAD analysis 3s
shown in Fig. 4. A discrete form of the
approximate continuity equation

Div + 3 (Pw)/3h - 0
was integrated to obtain the vertical air velo-
city W. The air density .. was takes from the
rawinsonds ascent. Three alternative boundary
conditions gave the three vertical air velocity
profiles show in Fig. 5. For curve (A), v was
taken to be 0 at ground level. This was justi-
fied by the observed low-level winds and the
known terrain of the arse. Curve (B) was ob-
tained by assuming that v - 0 at h - 11.1 km,
the top of the radar data used to obtain the
divergence profile. Above this height, the
radar data were spotty, and it was difficult to
calculate a reliable va_t:ss of the horizontal
divergence. However, the cloud did extend %oove
this level. This is supported by the presence
of upward motion at this height In curve (A) and
by satellite data. The cloud top was estimated

to be at h - 11.: ka from infrared satellite
imagery. The third integration therefore
assumed w - 0 at h - 12.7 ka and produced curve
(C) of Fig. 5. For this integration, the diver-
gence profile of Fig. 4 was extrapolated linearly
to higherlevels, giving Div - 3.1:10 -4 • -1 at
h - 1..7 km. (This extrapolation is shown by the
dashed line in Fig. ..) At this time, we believe
profile lC) to be nearer the actual vertical
motion than either of the other profile•.
:t may be remarked here that smell changes in the
assumed boundary condition at a low level give
large changes in the integrated v at high levels,
while small changes in the assumed boundary con.
dition at a high level given rise to only small
changes In the computed w at low levels (Bohn*
and Srivastava, 1976).

The maxim= convergence, -1.5x10 -s-1.
occurred at h = 3.5 km in the melting zone.
Above 3.5 ka, the wind field was convergent up to
h - 9.9 km, above which it became rapidly diver-
gent. Below 3.5 km, the convergence changed very
rapidly to a strong divergent field through the
malting layer with a maximum divergence of about
4z10-4 s

-1
 at 1,0 ka. In the 270 a lover nearest

the ground, the wind field ay.:in became ^onver-
gent. This result was also indicated b- an
objective analysis of ?AN network observatl.ona,
which yielded a convetgent wind - field although
of much smaller magnitude,- 3x10 s .
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The vertical velocity profiles show
that the troposphere was characterised by a deep
layer of descent below and a deep layer of ascent
above. A ,maximum downward velocity of -25 to -35
cm s-1 occurred at h s 3 km. from near the OC
level (h a 3 Iv) to about 7 km height th compu-
cod vertical mocions are small 	

,
(a 10 ® s^') rand

perhaps near the limits of accuracy of the analy-
sis. Above 7 km, "cent occurred with a --:imam
of between 10 and 35 cm s- 	The profiles are
consistent with Zipser (1977), who concluded that
the m"oscale downdraft air penetrates to within
1 km of, but does not reach, the surface.

T',;is compuce¢ profiles of vertical air
velocity are consistent osith the profiles of
temperature and deer-point temperature, i.e., the
region of descent was unsaturated, while the
region of "cent was near saturation.

The profiles of divergence and ver-
tical air velocity are remarkably consistent with
the profiles of these quantities postulated, or
deduced from indirect evl.encs, by Zipser (1969,
1977) and House (1977) for the region of wide-
spread precipitation behind tropical squall lines.
Ogura and Liou (1980) analysed radiosonde data
for an Oklahoma squall line and obtained pro-
files of dlvergence and vertical air velocity
In the rear portions of the squall lin_ vary
similar to those obtained here. A numerical
model (Brown, 1979) of the region of widespread
precipitation, with parameterization of the in-
tense convection, also yielded areas of upward
and downoard air motions of similar intensity
and distribution in height.

5.	 SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING REMARKS

An exteusiou of the VAA method hems
been developed which enables the calculation of
high-resolution vertical profiles of particle
fall speed and horizontal divergence ( and, there-
fore, the vertical air velocity). The method
utilizes azimuthal scene of Doppler volocity at a
number of elevation angles. The method has been
applied to the study of a region of widespread
precipitation trailing an intense squall line
during Project NIMWD. The extended VAD analysis
gave vertical profiles of particle fall speed in
excellent agreement with the profiles obtained by
vertically pointing observations, even through the
region of sharp changes in the malting layer. The
computed vertical air velocities showed general
descent below the OC isotherm, gaueral "cant
above h a 7 km, and small vertical air motions
in the i.termadiats layer. The profile of ver-
tical air velocity Is consistent with whst has
been deduced to occur behind tropical squall lines
and in an Oklahoma squall line from indirect evi-
dence and from radiosonde observations, respec-
cively. This study gives the first direct evi-
dence of the vertical air velocities in the
region of widespread precipitation associated
with a squall line,

Qur_^t +_dative knowledge of the charac-
teristics of the region of widespread precipita-
tion is important for a number of reasons. In
this study we obtained vertical air motions of
order 10 cm s- 1 over the analysed area of radius
40 km (the actual area could be larger). The
tranaports effected by such "cent are equivalent

to the cranoports which would be affected by 16
elements each of radius I km having a vertical
air velocity of 10 as- 1 . Hance the mesoscale
vertical motions in the region behind the active
convection in the squall line .aunt be ignored
in consideration of budgets of the squall line.
The vertical motions could also have dynamical
significance for the life history of the squall
lira.
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